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Proceedings 3rd Twente Workshop on Language Technology, 27-38, 1992GENERALIZATION PERFORMANCE OF BACKPROPAGATIONLEARNING ON A SYLLABIFICATION TASK�Walter Daelemanswalter@kub.nl ITKTilburg University,P.O.Box 901535000 LE TilburgThe Netherlands Antal van den Boschantalb@kub.nlAbstractWe investigated the generalization capabilities ofbackpropagation learning in feed-forward and re-current feed-forward connectionist networks onthe assignment of syllable boundaries to ortho-graphic representations in Dutch (hyphenation).This is a di�cult task because phonological andmorphological constraints interact, leading to am-biguity in the input patterns. We compared theresults to di�erent symbolic pattern matching ap-proaches, and to an exemplar-based generaliza-tion scheme, related to a k-nearest neighbourapproach, but using a similarity metric weighedby the relative information entropy of positionsin the training patterns. Our results indicatethat the generalization performance of backprop-agation learning for this task is not better thanthat of the best symbolic pattern matching ap-proaches, and of exemplar-based generalization.1 BACKGROUNDThere is a marked di�erence between the rich in-ventory of representational and control structuresused in \symbolic" approaches to linguistic pat-tern matching and transformation (productionrules, frames, trees, graphs, uni�cation, match-ing) and the one available in connectionist ap-proaches (activation and inhibition links betweensimple units), which at �rst sight suggests thatthe former approach, because of its expressivepower, is more suited for linguistic knowledge rep-resentation and processing. On the other hand, it�A shorter version of part of this paper appears inthe proceedings of the International Conference on Ar-ti�cial Neural Networks (ICANN 92). We are grateful toTon Weijters, Theo Vosse, David Powers, Erik-Jan vander Linden, and Peter Berck for relevant comments andconversation. Thanks also to Arthur van Horck for hisLaTEXwizardry.

is clear that we need methods for the automaticacquisition and adaptation of linguistic knowl-edge if we want to achieve real progress in com-putational linguistics. Connectionist learning al-gorithms allow us to learn mappings between rep-resentations automatically, on the basis of a lim-ited number of examples, and to generalize whatis learned to unseen cases. It is instructive in thisrespect to compare the architecture of a typicalsymbolic system for grapheme-to-phoneme con-version, which \learns by brain surgery" (Figure1, from Daelemans, 1988) to a connectionist so-lution for the same problem, such as the one bySejnowski and Rosenberg (1987, Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Topology of the NETtalkgrapheme to phoneme conversion network.tasks), and the rules and structures used can beinspected and interpreted by domain specialists(in this case linguists). We argue that in connec-tionist and other learning approaches, reusability(which has become the new philosopher's stone ofcomputational linguistics recently) exists at thelevel of the acquisition technique rather than atthe level of the acquired knowledge. This is aform of reusability which is stronger and moreuseful than what is usually understood by thisterm.This paper is concerned with a well-de�ned in-stance of linguistic pattern matching problems:the assignment of syllable boundaries to ortho-graphic (spelling) representations of word formsin Dutch. We wanted to investigate whetherthe currently most popular connectionist learningtechnique, backpropagation of errors (Rumelhartet al, 1986) on (recurrent) feed-forward networks,is powerful enough to abstract the regularitiesgoverning the segmentation of strings of spellingsymbols into syllable representations. The hy-pothesis we set out with was that the performanceof connectionist solutions to the problem wouldnot be signi�cantly better than that of existingpattern matching approaches, because of the in-herent complexity of the task.The [connectionist] approach su�ersfrom the same shortcoming as patternmatching approaches: without a dictio-nary, it is impossible to correctly com-pute morphological and syllable bound-aries (...). We see no way how any net-work (...) could provide su�cient gen-eralisations to parse or syllabify com-pound words reliably, whatever the sizeof the training data (remember that

the vocabulary is in�nite in principle).[Daelemans, 1988:11].We also wanted to compare the generaliza-tion performance of the connectionist approachto that of other statistical induction techniques(which we consider to be a baseline in the eval-uation of the results of connectionist generaliza-tion).2 TASK DESCRIPTIONDutch syllabi�cation is an interesting problem totest the generalization capabilities of connection-ist networks because the process involves phono-logical and morphological constraints that aresometimes conicting. There are also a numberof language-dependent spelling hyphenation con-ventions that override syllabi�cation rules. Sim-plifying matters slightly (see Daelemans, 1989 fora full account), we can say that the process isguided by a phonotactic maximal onset princi-ple, a principle which states that between twovowels, as many consonants belong to the sec-ond syllable as can be pronounced together, anda sonority principle, which states that in general,the segments in a syllable are ordered accordingto sonority (from low sonority in the onset tohigh sonority in the nucleus to low sonority in thecoda). This results in syllabi�cations like groe-nig(greenish), I-na and bad-stof (terry cloth). How-ever, these principles are sometimes overruled bya morphological principle. Internal word bound-aries (to be found after pre�xes, between partsof a compound and before some su�xes) alwayscoincide with syllable boundaries. This contra-dicts the syllable boundary position predicted bythe maximal onset principle. E.g. groen-achtig(greenish, groe-nachtig expected), in-enten (in-oculate, i-nenten expected) and stads-tuin (citygarden, stad-stuin expected). In Dutch (and Ger-man and Scandinavian languages), unlike in En-glish and French, compounding is an extremelyproductive morphological process which happensthrough concatenation of word forms (e.g. com-pare Dutch spelfout or German Rechtschreibungs-fehler to French faute d'orthographe or Englishspelling error). Because of this, the defaultphonological principles fail in many cases (we cal-culated this number to be on average 6 % of wordforms for Dutch newspaper text).By incorporating a morphological parser andlexicon, a phonologically guided syllabi�cation al-gorithm (as described in Daelemans, 1989) is ableto �nd the correct syllable boundaries in the com-plete vocabulary of Dutch (i.e. all existing and all



possible words, excluding some loan words andsemantically ambiguous word forms like kwarts-lagen (quartz layers) versus kwart-slagen (quar-ter turns)). Existing symbolic pattern match-ing approaches that do not use a morphologicalparser fail miserably on a large proportion of new1cases where phonological and morphological con-straints conict.The task for our connectionist network can bespeci�ed more clearly now. It should be able toachieve the following:� Abstract the maximal onset and sonorityprinciples and apply them to input notpresent in the training material.� Abstract some (implicit) notion of mor-phological boundaries and language-speci�chyphenation conventions as overriding thephonological principles.� Recognize loan words as overriding the pre-vious principles.We designed and implemented2 a series of sim-ulations to test the performance of networks onthis task.3 CONNECTIONIST SIM-ULATIONSOne of the disadvantages of applying a connec-tionist approach to any empirical problem, is thatthe designer of the simulations is confronted witha large search space formed by alternative archi-tectures, training data selection and presentationmethods, learning and activation functions, pa-rameters, and encoding schemes. In this section,we report on a series of simulations in which weexplored part of this search space for the hyphen-ation problem. We will focus on those choicesthat inuenced network performance most. Un-less otherwise stated, backpropagation learning ina three-layer feed-forward network (Sejnowski etal., 1986) should be assumed.1With new we mean: not used to derive the rules. Thepatternmatching rules can of course be tailored to any setof word forms and hyphenate this set with 100% correct-ness (the approach by Vosse to be discussed later achievesthis), but we are concerned with generalization to newcases here.2For the simulations we used PLANET 5.6, a pub-lic domain connectionist simulator for UNIX workstationsdeveloped by Yoshiro Miyata. We are grateful to VanDale Lexicogra�e (Utrecht) for allowing us to use a wordform list with hyphens based on Prisma HandwoordenboekSpelling. Het Spectrum, 1989 for research purposes.

Pattern Left Focus Right Target1 z i e 02 z i e k 03 z i e k e 04 i e k e n 15 e k e n h 06 k e n h u 07 e n h u i 18 n h u i s 09 h u i s 010 u i s 0Table 1: Window encoding applied to`ziekenhuis' (hospital).3.1 Training and Test Data Encod-ingWe interpret the hyphenation task as a patternclassi�cation problem: given a certain characterposition in a word and a left and right context,decide whether it is the �rst character of a newsyllable. This formulation leads to an encoding inwhich the input is a character string (a pattern)representing part of the word, with one characterposition as the focus decision position. The tar-get is a simple yes/no unit that decides whetherthe focus position is the start of a syllable. Thisencoding can be seen as a window being `moved'along the word. An example of this `moving win-dow' encoding of ziekenhuis (hospital), resultingin 10 patterns, is shown in Table1.We encoded the individual characters ran-domly using 5 units for each grapheme. Thisrandom encoding is economical and avoids weak-ening the results by explicitly encoding linguis-tic knowledge into the patterns (although we willloosen this restriction later in the paper). Ourresults indeed indicate that for this task, thereis no need for encoding orthographic features, orusing a space-consuming local coding3.3.2 Training and Test Set Proper-tiesThe training set consisted of 19,451 word forms(containing hyphens indicating syllable bound-3One input unit for each possible input character foreach pattern position. I.e. 26 units for each character inthe input pattern. Tests with local coding show that atbest, their hyphenation performance equals that of net-works with randomly encoded patterns. An advantage oflocal coding may be that it is in general easier to inter-pret trained connection weight matrices. The complexityof the present task is such that local coding is not reallyhelpful however.



Size N T/t A O3 (1-1-1) 6266 0.03 16.2 97.85 (2-1-2) 66231 0.32 1.0 75.97 (3-1-3) 124309 0.61 0.1 48.7Table 2: A comparison of number of pat-tern types in training set (N), patterntype/token ratio in the training set (T/t),percentage of ambiguous pattern types inthe training set (A), and overlap betweentraining set and test set pattern types (O).aries) taken from the Van Dale list (containingabout 195,000 word form types). The test setconsisted of 1,945 words from the same database,not present in the training set. It is useful tokeep in mind a number of properties of trainingand test set when evaluating the generalizationperformance of networks and other classi�cationalgorithms.� Depending on the window size, the numberof training pattern types may di�er in or-ders of magnitude, but also the representa-tiveness of the training set for the problemspace (the space of possible and actually oc-curring patterns) may di�er radically. Someinformation about this can be gained fromthe average ratio between types of patternsand the number of instances they have in thetraining set (type-token ratio).� Di�erent pattern sizes may result in di�erentamounts of ambiguity in the training set (i.e.the proportion of pattern types for whichcontradictory decisions can be found in thetraining set).� Since a word is transformed into a numberof patterns, some test pattern types may becontained in the training pattern set, be-cause of partial similarity between words.E.g., draadje (thread) and paadje (path) pro-duce the identical patterns [aadje], [adje ]and [dje ] when using a 5-character (2-1-2)window. We will call this overlap.Table 2 lists number of types, type-token ratio(number of types for each token), percentage ofambiguous pattern types (i.e. patterns with con-tradictory classi�cations), and overlap betweentraining and test set (in percentage of patterntypes) for three di�erent pattern sizes.These results show that with increasing pat-tern length, the training pattern type set becomesincreasingly less representative for the problem

space (the space of possible patterns, for thisproblem 26k, where k is pattern size). Cuesfor this decreasing representativeness are a.o. astrong increase in number of pattern types, de-creasing overlap with test set, and increasingtype/token ratio. Ambiguity of the pattern typesis already near minimal at pattern size 7. Thisseems to suggest that increasing pattern size fur-ther would not necessarily lead to increasing gen-eralization performance (noise is absent at pat-tern size 7).3.3 Output AnalysisThe activation of the single output unit in ournetwork architecture is interpreted as a decisionon the insertion of a hyphen before the target po-sition of the input pattern that is fed to the inputlayer: YES (activation 0.5 or higher) or NO (ac-tivation less than 0.5). The activation level couldalso be interpreted as a probability or certaintyfactor, but in order to optimize accuracy we chosethe threshold interpretation.4The network error on the test set measures thenumber of incorrect decisions on patterns. Whatwe are interested in, however, is the number andtype of incorrectly placed hyphens and incorrectlyhyphenated words. To analyse the actual hyphen-ation performance (as opposed to the network er-ror), we therefore used some additional metricsto determine the di�erent kinds of errors that ahyphenation network made. Four di�erent kindsof errors are distinguished:1. Omission of a hyphenation. This error caneasily be stated as a NO that should havebeen a YES. It counts as one false hyphen-ation (a hyphenation missed). E.g. pia-noinstead of pi-a-no.2. Insertion of a hyphenation. A YES thatshould have been a NO. This error alsocounts as one false hyphenation (a hyphentoo many). E.g. pi-a-n-o.3. Transposition. Hyphenation on a position tothe left or right of the target. This is ac-tually a combination of error type 1 and 2.This error typically occurs on the linking po-sition between the di�erent parts of a mor-phologically complex word, where additionalmorphological information would be neededto put the hyphen in the correct place. Twoadjacent incorrectly placed patterns count4Having an UNKNOWN-group with activations be-tween 0.3 and 0.7 resulted in 10%more incorrect decisions.



as one incorrectly placed hyphenation. E.g.daa-rom instead of daar-om (therefore).4. Marking two adjacent positions as hyphen-ation positions, creating an impossible one-consonant syllable. Two adjacent patternsmay (in isolation) both deserve a hyphen, sowithout memory it is inevitable that a net-work tags both positions as a syllable bound-ary. E.g. daa-r-om. In Dutch it is possibleto have a one-vowel syllable, as in pi-a-no, sowhen counting false hyphenations, the typeof the isolated phoneme has to be checked.If it is a consonant, the incorrectly processedpattern counts as one incorrectly placed hy-phenation.We will call errors of types 1, 2 and 4 non-morphological errors, and errors of type 3 mor-phological errors. For errors of type 4, it is possi-ble to introduce a correction mechanism to solvesome instances of this problem. Since the out-put of the type of network we used is usually notexactly the minimum or maximum target valuebut a oating point value that comes near to it,the two YES outputs involved in this type of er-ror could be matched in the way that the outputwith the highest value is declared to be the cor-rect output; the other is set to NO. Note thatif this decision is not correct, the resulting singlehyphenation error has become one of error type3 (e.g., a morphological error).In the simulations mentioned below, this cor-rection mechanism chose the correct solution inabout 60 to 70 % of all cases. Without the cor-rection, all cases of error type 4 count as oneincorrectly placed hyphenation of type 2. Notethat this correction mechanism is e�cient (a lin-ear comparison between pairs), and hardly af-fects the total time needed to hyphenate a word.In the following performance descriptions we willprovide results both with and without this post-processing.3.4 Optimizing Hyphenation Per-formanceIn the simulations that will be described here,various network features were systematically al-tered to measure their e�ect on generalizationperformance (the degree to which the extractedpatterns can be successfully applied to new datanot present in the training data). We start witha short summary of network parameters that wedecided not to change systematically after someinitial experimentation.

3.4.1 Static Network ParametersHidden layer size. To represent the extractedknowledge necessary for hyphenation, a rea-sonable number of hidden units must beavailable. In practice, it turned out to bebest to have a number of hidden units thatis about 1.5 to 2 times the number of inputunits.Activation values. We used input and targetactivation values of 0.9 and 0.1 instead of 1.0and 0.0, resulting in less incorrectly placedhyphens.Network parameters. After some exploratoryexperimentation, we chose to use standardvalues for the learning rate (0.55) and themomentum (0.5) for all simulations. Moreusual values (such as 0.2 for learning rate and0.9 for momentum) resulted in lower perfor-mance and generalization rates.Length of training. Because of the ambiguityof some training patterns, a network willnever converge to an error of nearly 0.0, butto a somewhat higher error. Usually it tookabout 300 to 400 iterations or epochs to reachthat level. The lowest error on test materialis reached much earlier: due to over�ttingand overgeneralisation on the training mate-rial, which already starts to play a role after afew epochs, the network often performs beston test material after 50-100 iterations.3.4.2 E�ect of Window SizeIn spelling, average syllable length is 4.3graphemes. To determine the optimal windowsize, we �rst determined the importance of eachside of the patterns separately. We trained a net-work on patterns which had only a right contextand another network on patterns which had onlya left context (using a context of four characters).We obtained an error of 51% incorrectly placedhyphens using left context, and 35% using rightcontext. These results show that the right con-text contains more information useful in hyphen-ation but that it is not su�cient for the task. Thesame asymmetry between information content inleft and right context shows up in a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion task using table-lookup, de-scribed in Weijters (1991) and in our own exper-iments with exemplar-based generalization to bediscussed shortly. It is consistent with the maxi-mal onset principle.As expected from the analysis of training andtest set, window size 7 (3-1-3) produced optimal



results. The average phonological syllable lengthin Dutch is 2.8 phonemes. In a di�erent set of sim-ulations (van den Bosch and Daelemans, 1992) inwhich we tested syllabi�cation of phoneme rep-resentations instead of orthographic representa-tions, we even found that window size 5 (2-1-2)turned out to produce better results than win-dow size 7. For that task, the optimal trade-o� between coverage of the problem space by thetraining set and ambiguity of the patterns lies atwindow size 5.3.4.3 E�ect of Network ArchitectureErrors of type 4 (marking two adjacent positionsas hyphens, isolating a consonant) were made bymost networks. The correction mechanism thatsolved a lot of these errors is obviously not partof the network itself, but only plays a role afterthe word has been passed through the network.Using standard backpropagation, it was impossi-ble to let the network notice this type of errors,simply because in standard backprop no `mem-ory' is available to remember that the previouspattern already received a hyphen.Recently, proposals have been made on thesubject of incorporating memory in connection-ist networks. The two most used approaches arethose of Jordan (1986) and Elman (1988). Jor-dan proposes an extra recurrent copy link fromthe output layer to a context layer, which in itsturn is connected to the hidden layer. In thecase of hyphenation networks, we expected thata previous YES-output, copied back to the con-text unit, is a sign for the network to suppressmarking the following position as a hyphenationposition (provided that the current focus charac-ter is a consonant). Elman's approach introducesan extra context layer which is a copy of the hid-den layer after a pattern has passed the network.Instead of a direct clue about the previous out-put, the hidden layer activations might implicitlymake clear that the current output should not bea syllable boundary by using its memory aboutprevious positions.We performed four simulations on each archi-tecture, using the same training set in each simu-lation. This training set was considerably smallerthan the one we used in our primary simulations.The results indicate that there is no evidence forthe claim that recurrency improves hyphenation.In fact, Jordan networks seem to perform worsethan standard backprop networks.Table 3 (hyphenation results without post-processing) displays the results of the comparisonsimulations. We performed an addition analysis

Error Morph Non- Type 4morph errorsBackp 16.2 36.7 63.3 110Elman 16.5 36.3 63.7 114Jordan 19.1 41.6 58.4 133Table 3: Hyphenation performance (num-ber of incorrect hyphenations), and errortype analysis for Backprop, Elman and Jor-dan architectures. Mean results for foursimulations with each architecture.on the error types made by the three networks.Instead of a decrease in the number of type 4 er-rors, the results show that Jordan networks alsoperform worse in this respect than backprop net-works.3.5 Combination of Network Solu-tionsSometimes two networks can have the same er-ror percentage, while producing di�erent types ofhyphenation errors. For example, network A canhave the habit of leaving out uncertain hyphen-ations, whereas network B, producing the sameoverall error, tends to `overhyphenate'. If it werepossible to somehow combine the solutions of Aand B, their shortcomings might be partly cor-rected against each other. We investigated twodi�erent approaches that combine two or morenetwork solutions in order to get better hyphen-ation performance:1. Modular Combination: combining theoutputs of several (two or more) networksthat solve the same problem. The array ofoutputs serves as the input layer for a topnetwork that is trained to decide on the ba-sis of its inputs (which may conict at somepoints) what is to be the de�nitive output(see Figure 3).2. Internal Combination: combining di�er-ent encodings in single patterns. Contrary tomodular combination, the hyphenation prob-lem is presented to a single network. Hy-phenation performance is augmented by pre-senting the network with more clues for solv-ing the problem, by extending the encoding.The main advantage of having a top networkto solve this decision problem, is that it is inprinciple able not only to extract generalizationsabout when to amplify or suppress each networkoutput, but also to represent exceptions to these
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Figure 3: Composition of networks. Theoutput layers of networks A and B are com-bined to serve as the input layer of top net-work C.generalizations. For example, the top networkwill encounter situations where the outputs of thecompeting networks clearly conict. It will haveto develop some notion of exception to decide inthose cases which network is right. A second ad-vantage is that by analyzing the relative inuenceof each subnetwork on the overall decision, we canget insight into the relative importance of di�er-ent encodings. During experimentation it also be-came clear that the best results were not obtainedby combining the best networks for each encod-ing, but by combining well performing networkswith slightly erroneous networks.The main advantage of combining di�erent en-codings in patterns as opposed to the top net-work approach is that the problem solving is donewithin a single network. The solution to the hy-phenation problem is not developed separatelyas in the case of a top network, but proceedsinteractively during training. There is a slighthyphenation performance advantage for internalcombination versus modular combination. Fur-thermore, internal combination has the practicaladvantage of using less space as it results in a sin-gle network. The accuracy of both optimizationmethods turned out to be the same.In one of the simulations, two di�erent in-put encodings (the random identity encoding dis-cussed earlier and an encoding representing thesonority of each grapheme as a number) werecombined in the input patterns. The accuracy ofthis method turned out to be better than that ofnetworks using each of the encodings separately.Notice that we introduce a linguistic bias here, inthe sense that the sonority encoding is expected(on the basis of linguistic theory) to be useful in�nding syllable boundaries5.5Experimentswith syllabi�cationof phonological repre-sentation show a stronger increaseof performancewhen bi-

Error Error Post-Type pat. hyph. process.Single 2.8 9.6 4.7Combined 2.1 7.2 4.6Table 4: Results: performance on test setsingle versus combined networks. Error onpatterns, and on syllables with and withoutpostprocessing is given.Table 4 shows the results of the best net-work trained on an encoding of the identity ofgraphemes, and the results of the combined net-work.Taking into consideration the fact that moreextensive testing could produce even better re-sults, it can be concluded that the combinationof di�erent encodings in a modular or internalway can lead to a improvement in hyphenationperformance, although it seems that about 96%correctly placed hyphens is the ultimate accuracythreshold for networks of our kind (with post-processing).3.6 Related ResearchOne of the �rst applications of connectionistlearning to (morpho)phonology was the patternassociation (2-layer) network of Rumelhart andMcClelland (1986), that learned to map rootsto their past tense. The experiment has beenreplicated with backpropagation learning in athree-layer network by Plunkett and Marchman(1989). To avoid the legitimate criticism thatthese approaches only work because of the lin-guistic knowledge that is implicit in the trainingdata (Lachter and Bever, 1988) or don't work be-cause of the wrong linguistic knowledge implicitin the training data (Pinker and Prince, 1988), weperformed most of our simulations with randomencodings of segments.In the landmark experiments by Sejnowski andRosenberg (1987) on text-to-speech transforma-tion with NETtalk, they also included syllableboundaries (and stress) in the training material.It is unclear whether generalization performanceon syllable boundary prediction was taken intoaccount in their performance measures (80% gen-eralization), or, if this was the case, what partof the error was due to incorrect hyphenations.Furthermore, hyphenation in Dutch is of a com-pletely di�erent nature, which makes comparisonspecious.asing the encodings with sonority information. It is not al-ways possible to assign a clear sonority level to graphemes.



Fritzke and Nasahl (1991) report 96.8% cor-rect generalization on connectionist hyphenationfor German (which is similar to Dutch as regardssyllabi�cation) with a three-layer feed-forward ar-chitecture, a window of 8 letters, a hidden layersize of 80, random encoding of graphemes, andone recurrent (feedback) link from output unitto an extra input unit (the approach of Jordan,1986). In contradiction with our own results,they noted a slightly better result than a com-parable architecture without a feedback connec-tion. The network was trained on 1,000 wordsand tested on 200 words not present in the train-ing set. Their result (an error of 3.2% incorrectlyplaced hyphenations) should be compared withour error rate on patterns. As far as can be in-ferred from the text, the error is measured on thepercentage of `incorrectly hyphenated positions'but these positions seem to be interpreted as our`patterns'. In Dutch words there are on averageabout four times more characters (and thereforepatterns) than hyphenations, and we calculatedthat a network has at most about 1.3 more in-correct patterns than incorrectly placed hyphens.Assuming German to be similar to Dutch in thisrespect, this leads to the conclusion that Fritzkeand Nasahl would have had a hyphenation errorpercentage of about 10%.3.7 Connectionist versus SymbolicPattern MatchingAs a �nal comparison of the performance of con-nectionist networks to symbolic pattern matchingsystems, we selected a Dutch text6 and comparedthe performance of CHYP (Daelemans, 1989),an approach based on the table look-up methodof Weijters (1991)7, an (as yet) undocumentedalgorithm PatHyph (Vosse, p.c.), and our bestspelling hyphenation network. The results aresummarized in Table 5. For each approach, weprovide the percentage of incorrect hyphenations,the percentage of incorrectly hyphenated wordtypes, and the contribution of morphological ver-sus non-morphological errors to the overall per-formance.CHYP is a symbolic pattern matching algo-rithm based on phonotactic restrictions only. Itoperates in two modes: a cautious mode, in whichonly those syllable boundaries are indicated thatare absolutely certain (predictable from phono-6Foreign words and non-words were removed, but weleft loan words and names in the text.7We are grateful to Ton Weijters for his willingness toapply his table-lookup algorithm at very short notice toour hyphenation data.

Error Error Morph Non-hyphens words morphCHYP 4.7 8.6 92 8Table 2.0 3.7 40 60PatHyph 1.8 3.0 87 13Net 4.8 9.0 19 81Net (postp) 3.1 5.8 54 46Table 5: Hyphenation performance on aDutch text of alternative pattern matchinghyphenation systems vs. the best hyphen-ation network (internal combination).tactic pattern knowledge), and a daring mode, inwhich apart from the 100% certain hyphens alsothe most probable uncertain hyphens (accordingto the phonological rules) are provided. For thistest, CHYP operated in daring mode.The table look-up method of Weijters (1991)uses the training set as a data base, and com-putes the similarity of new patterns to each of theitems in the database. The decision associatedwith the most similar data base item(s) is thenused for the new pattern as well. The similaritymeasure takes into account the fact that charac-ters closest to the target character are more im-portant than those further away (this can be in-terpreted as a domain heuristic, and is expressedas a set of numbers used to weigh the importanceof each position during similarity matching). Us-ing a pattern size of seven, and as weights 1 4 164 1, he reported (Weijters p.c.) an error on thetest set of 1.66 (error computed on patterns, tobe compared with our results in Table 4). Largerpattern sizes (up to size 11) and di�erent weightsettings did not signi�cantly improve the score.Interestingly, still with size 7 patterns, weights 14 1 already produced a low error on patterns ofonly 2.93%.PatHyph also uses patterns to predict sylla-ble boundaries, but the patterns were continu-ously and automatically adapted by repeatedlytesting them on a large lexical database. Al-though being symbolic in nature, this method isautomatic (no hand-crafting), and the resulting\knowledge" cannot be inspected.The comparison shows that even our best net-work with post-processing cannot compete withthe best pattern matching approach, con�rmingour hypothesis. Especially the good performanceof the simple table look-up method is surprising,and it incited us to explore this type of exemplar-based generalization further, and compare its per-formance to that of symbolic and connectionist



pattern matching for this task.4 EXEMPLAR-BASEDGENERALIZATIONThe generalization technique which we will callhere exemplar-based generalization (EBG) is avariant of statistical classi�cation methods likek-nearest neighbour (see e.g. Weiss and Ku-likovsky, 1991), and shares with Case-Based Rea-soning (CBR, e.g. Riesbeck and Schank, 1989)andMemory-based Reasoning (MBR, Stan�ll andWaltz, 1986) the hypothesis that the foundationof intelligence is reasoning on the basis of storedmemories rather than the application of (tacit)rules. In linguistics a similar emphasis on reason-ing on the basis of stored examples is present inSkousen's analogical modelling framework (Skou-sen, 1989; Durieux, 1992).An EBG system consists of a database of ex-emplars each with a category assignment (in thecase of ambiguous patterns, for each categorythe frequency of occurrence in the training setis kept), and a metric to compute the similaritybetween exemplars. An exemplar is a set of fea-tures (attribute-value pairs). The training set ofour connectionist experiment can be interpretedas a database of exemplars in a straightforwardway, with patterns as exemplars (features are po-sitions in the pattern and values the character atthat position). When a pattern from the test setis presented as input, it is �rst looked up in thedatabase. If it is present, the category with high-est frequency (in case of ambiguity) is taken. Ifthe pattern is not found in the table, a similaritymeasure is used to compare the new pattern witheach pattern in the table, and of those patterns inthe table which have the highest similarity withthe new case, the frequencies for each categoryare summed before a decision based on frequencyis taken.The simplest similarity metric assigns equalweight to all features of patterns when comparingthem (absolute similarity). Table 6 shows the re-sults for the hyphenation task with di�erent pat-tern sizes. Training and test set were exactly thesame as in the connectionist experiments. Testerror is the overall error on the test set (in pat-terns, to be compared with the results in Table4). Memory error is the error on database lookup(i.e. the percentage of test pattern types that isexplicitly present in the database, but which is in-correctly processed due to an incorrect frequencydecision). Generalization error is the error per-centage on those patterns in the test set that are

Pattern Test Memory GeneralizationSize Error Error Error3 8.5 8.2 21.45 3.1 1.4 8.47 2.4 0.2 4.8Table 6: Error on the hyphenation task us-ing a similarity metric based on absolutesimilarity. Error on patterns is shown.not in the pattern database.Even with this simplistic similarity measure,the approach scores as good as backpropagationlearning. We set out to �nd a more reason-able similarity measure that would be able toassign di�erent importance to di�erent features(not all features are equally important in solv-ing the task). At the same time we wanted thismetric to be as domain-independent as possible(unlike the weights assigned by Weijters on thebasis of intuitions about the task, or the special-purpose metrics developed in MBR). Our simi-larity metric was designed by weighing each �eldwith a number expressing its role in decreasingthe overall information entropy of the database(an approach inspired by the use of informationentropy in ID-3, Quinlan 1986).Database information entropy is equal to thenumber of bits of information needed to know thedecision (in this case YES orNO) of the databasegiven a pattern. It is computed by the followingformula where pi (probability of category i) is es-timated by its relative frequency in the trainingset. For the training set in this task (with two cat-egories: YES or NO a hyphen), E(D) is equal to0.78 bits. E(D) = �Xi pilog2pi (1)For each feature (position in the patterns), itis now computed what the information gain is ofknowing its value. To do this we have to com-pute the average information entropy for this fea-ture and subtract it from the information entropyof the database. To compute the average infor-mation entropy for a feature, we take the aver-age information entropy of the database restrictedto each possible value for the feature. The ex-pression D[f=v] refers to those patterns in thedatabase that have value v for feature f , V isthe set of possible values for feature f .E(D[f ]) = Xvi2V E(D[f=vi ]) jD[f=vi ]jjDj (2)



Pattern Test Memory GeneralizationSize Error Error Error3 8.3 8.2 10.75 2.5 1.4 5.97 1.7 0.2 3.4Table 7: Error on the hyphenation task us-ing a similarity measure weighed by infor-mation gain of features.Information gain is then obtained by equationthree, and scaled to be used as a weight for thefeature in the EBG task.G(f) = E(D) �E(D[f ]) (3)In the hyphenation task with pattern sizeseven, for example, we see the pattern of infor-mation gain values of Figure 4. It suggests thatthe target letter, and even more so the letter im-mediately following it, should play a primary rolein the similarity measurement.
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positionsFigure 4: Information gain for each posi-tion in the patterns of the training set. Po-sition 4 is the target position.Table 7 shows the improvement when using en-tropy metrics (to be compared with the resultsusing absolute similarity in Table 6). Notice thatperformance on memorization stays the same be-cause the similarity metric only plays a role whena pattern is not found in memory.These results show that a useful similarity met-ric can be derived automatically from a trainingset of patterns, obtaining results comparable tomore ad hoc metrics based on domain heuristics(as is the case in the work of Stan�ll and Waltz,1986, and of Weijters, 1991). Preliminary re-sults show a poor generalisation performance onthe hyphenation task using the similarity met-rics developed in Stan�ll and Waltz (1986) for

grapheme to phoneme conversion, clearly show-ing the domain-dependence of these metrics.5 CONCLUSIONFor the problem of �nding syllable boundaries inspelling strings, solutions using domain knowl-edge are still superior or comparable in accuracyto a connectionist solution, even when the latter isbiased with linguistic information. They have anadded advantage because of their inspectabilityand the reusability of developed rules. This sug-gests that when domain knowledge is available, aconnectionist approach may not be the best wayto tackle a problem (see also Weijters, 1991).On the other hand, as far as e�ciency is con-cerned, a connectionist approach achieves accu-racy levels comparable to a symbolic patternmatching approach automatically, without needfor a large amount of linguistic engineering, shift-ing reusability from the acquired knowledge tothe acquisition technique. The connection weightmatrix of a fully trained network, combined withsimple code for encoding, activation, decoding,and postprocessing could be combined into a sim-ple and e�cient hyphenation module for text pro-cessors, comparable in accuracy to existing ap-proaches, but without the overhead of keeping instore large tables of patterns or, even worse, adictionary.What is worrying (from the point of view ofconnectionist research), is the fact that a sim-ple exemplar-based generalization technique witha task-independent information-theoretic similar-ity measure, achieves better generalization per-formance than backpropagation in feed-forwardnetworks, even if context memory is availablethrough recurrent links. Further research shouldmake clear whether this result is limited to thisparticular task.6 REFERENCESBosch, A. van den and W. Daelemans. Linguis-tic Pattern Matching Capabilities of Connec-tionist Networks. In: Daelemans and Powers(eds.) Background and Experiments in MachineLearning of Natural Language. Proceedings FirstSHOE Workshop. Tilburg: ITK, 183-196, 1992.Daelemans, W. GRAFON-D: A Grapheme-to-phoneme Conversion System for Dutch. AIMemo 88-5, AI-LAB Brussels, 1988.Daelemans, W. `Automatic Hyphenation: Linguis-tics versus Engineering.' In: F.J. Heyvaert and
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